The present invention provides methods for controlling mobility state evaluation of user equipment and user equipment thereof. The method comprises the following steps: when the user equipment receives different evaluation parameters in a process of mobility state evaluation, the user equipment explicitly defines the currently set mobility state and a method for the following mobility state evaluation so as to avoid the confusion effectively when executing evaluation. The user equipment comprises a comparing module, an evaluation controlling module and an evaluation executing module, wherein the evaluation executing module comprises of a timer, a counter, an evaluation unit and a mobility state setting unit.
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METHODS FOR CONTROLLING MOBILITY STATE EVALUATION OF USER EQUIPMENT AND USER EQUIPMENT THEREOF

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of mobile communications, and in particular, to methods for controlling mobility state evaluation of user equipment and user equipment thereof.

BACKGROUND

[0002] In a mobile communication system, the speed of user equipment influences the quality of the services provided by a network, especially in the processing of cell reselection or handover, if user equipment in a high-speed motion adopts controlling parameters for a normal motion, there is a possibility that the user equipment is out of the coverage of a serving cell before the user equipment reselects or is handed over to a target cell. Thus, in the current mobile communication systems, cell reselection or handover is executed according to the controlling parameters which are dependent on a mobility state of user equipment, that is, a motion speed.

[0003] Two evaluation parameters are defined in existing mobile communication systems: T and N.  T is a timer used in mobility state evaluation of user equipment, and N is a preset threshold value. In mobility state evaluation, user equipment counts the times of executing the cell reselection or handover within a time period of T, the user equipment is deemed to be in a high-speed mobility state if the counted times exceeds N times, otherwise, the user equipment is deemed to be in a normal mobility state.

[0004] However, if the user equipment enters a cell with different evaluation parameters during the process of evaluation, according to existing protocols in which evaluation parameters are broadcasted in cell system messages, the user equipment will inevitably read the new broadcast message when entering the cell and update the parameters stored in the user equipment. As the parameters different from the previous ones are obtained, the user equipment cannot determine which group of parameters should be used in the following state evaluation, and consequently confusion is caused in execution.

SUMMARY

[0005] The present invention aims to provide methods for controlling mobility state evaluation of user equipment, which solve the problem that during the process of user equipment executing mobility state evaluation, confusion is caused in the execution as evaluation parameters are changed.

[0006] In order to solve the technical problem above, the present invention provides a method for controlling mobility state evaluation of user equipment, wherein if the user equipment receives new evaluation parameters different from currently used evaluation parameters in a process of mobility state evaluation, the user equipment sets the mobility state to be a normal mobility state, updates the currently used evaluation parameters to be the new ones, and continues completing the current mobility state evaluation using the updated evaluation parameters.

[0007] Further, the method may be characterized in that:

[0008] the evaluation parameters include timing and a threshold value; and

[0009] the step that the user equipment continues completing the current mobility state evaluation using the updated evaluation parameters refers to that: the user equipment keeps current count value of a current counter and resets the timing of a timer according to updated timing, continues counting the times of the user equipment executing cell reselection or handover before the reset timing arrives, stops the timer after the reset timing arrives, evaluates the current obtained count value using an updated threshold value, and sets a corresponding mobility state according to the result of the evaluation.

[0010] Further, the method may be characterized in that:

[0011] the reset timing is the difference between the updated timing and the timing the timer has currently passed, wherein the timing the timer has currently passed is the difference between the timing before being updated and current remaining timing of the timer.

[0012] Further, the method may be characterized in that:

[0013] the timer is stopped when the updated timing is not greater than that the timer has currently completed.

[0014] In order to realize the method above, the present invention further provides a user equipment comprising a comparing module, an evaluation controlling module and an evaluation executing module, wherein

[0015] the comparing module is configured to compare received new evaluation parameters with currently used evaluation parameters, and notify the evaluation controlling module when the new evaluation parameters are different from the currently used evaluation parameters;

[0016] the evaluation controlling module is configured to notify the evaluation executing module to update evaluation parameters and reset a mobility state according to the notice from the comparing module; and

[0017] the evaluation executing module is configured to execute mobility state evaluation and reset the mobility state according to the notice from the evaluation controlling module.

[0018] Further, the user equipment may be characterized in that:

[0019] the evaluation executing module comprises a timer, a counter, an evaluation unit and a mobility state setting unit, wherein

[0020] the timer is configured to perform timing according to the timing notified by the evaluation controlling unit;

[0021] the counter is configured to count the times of the user equipment executing cell reselection or handover within the timing of the timer;

[0022] the evaluation unit is configured to evaluate the count value of the counter according to a threshold value notified by the evaluation controlling unit when the timer is stopped; and

[0023] the mobility state setting unit is configured to reset the mobility state according to the evaluation result of the evaluation unit, and set the mobility state to be a normal mobility state after receiving a mobility state reset notice from the evaluation controlling unit.

[0024] Further, the user equipment may be characterized in that:

[0025] the evaluation controlling module is configured to calculate the timing reset by the timer after receiving the notice from the comparing module, and then notify the timer of the reset timing;

[0026] the reset timing is the difference between the updated timing and the timing the timer has currently passed,
wherein the timing the timer has currently passed is the difference between the timing before being updated and current remaining timing of the timer.

Further, the user equipment may be characterized in that:

In order to solve the problem above, the present invention further provides a method for controlling mobility state evaluation of user equipment, wherein in a process of mobility state evaluation, if the user equipment receives new evaluation parameters different from those used in last mobility state evaluation, the user equipment executes next mobility state evaluation using the newly received evaluation parameters after completing current mobility state evaluation.

Further, the method may be characterized in that:

In order to realize the method above, the present invention also provides a user equipment comprising a comparing module, an evaluation controlling module, and an evaluation executing module, wherein:

The comparing module is configured to compare received new evaluation parameters with currently used evaluation parameters, and notify the evaluation controlling module when the new evaluation parameters are different from the currently used evaluation parameters;

The evaluation controlling module is configured to notify, after the evaluation executing module completes mobility state evaluation, the evaluation executing module to update evaluation parameters according to the notice newly received from the comparing module during the evaluation; and

The evaluation executing module is configured to execute mobility state evaluation according to the notice from the evaluation controlling module.

Further, the user equipment may be characterized in that:

The evaluation executing module comprises a timer, a counter, an evaluation unit and a mobility state setting unit, wherein:

The timer is configured to perform timing according to the timing notified by the evaluation controlling unit;

The counter is configured to count the times of the user equipment executing cell reselection or handover within the timing of the timer;

The evaluation unit is configured to evaluate the count value of the counter according to a threshold value notified by the evaluation controlling unit when the timer is stopped; and

The mobility state setting unit is configured to reset the mobility state according to the evaluation result of the evaluation unit.

In order to solve the technical problem above, the present invention further provides a method for controlling mobility state evaluation of user equipment, wherein if the user equipment receives, in a process of mobility state evaluation, new evaluation parameters different from currently used evaluation parameters, the user equipment ends the evaluation, clears history, and re-executes mobility state evaluation using the updated evaluation parameters.

Further, the method may be characterized in that:

Clearing history refers to setting the mobility state to be a normal mobility state and resetting a count value and a timer.

In order to realize the method above, the present invention further provides a user equipment comprising a comparing module, an evaluation controlling module and an evaluation executing module, wherein:

The comparing module is configured to compare received new evaluation parameters with currently used evaluation parameters, and notify the evaluation controlling module when the new evaluation parameters are different from the currently used evaluation parameters;

The evaluation controlling module is configured to notify the evaluation executing module to clear history and update evaluation parameters after receiving the notice from the comparing module; and

The evaluation executing module is configured to execute mobility state evaluation according to the notice from the evaluation controlling module.

Further, the user equipment may be characterized in that:

The evaluation executing module comprises a timer, a counter, an evaluation unit and a mobility state setting unit, wherein:

The timer is configured to execute a reset according to the notice from the evaluation controlling unit and perform timing according to updated timing;

The counter is configured to execute a reset according to the notice from the evaluation controlling unit and count the times of the user equipment executing cell reselection or handover within the timing of the timer;

The evaluation unit is configured to evaluate the count value of the counter according to a threshold value notified by the evaluation controlling unit when the timer is stopped; and

The mobility state setting unit is configured to reset the mobility state according to the evaluation result of the evaluation unit, and set the mobility state to be a normal mobility state after receiving a mobility state reset notice from the evaluation controlling unit.

In the methods for controlling mobility state evaluation of user equipment provided in this invention, the user equipment can effectively execute a controlling process in a process of mobility state evaluation if evaluation parameters are changed, so the confusion in execution is avoided.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a flowchart illustrating a method for controlling mobility state evaluation of user equipment according to a first embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 2 is a structural diagram illustrating user equipment capable of controlling mobility state evaluation of user equipment according to a first embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 3 is a flowchart illustrating a method for controlling mobility state evaluation of user equipment according to a second embodiment of the present invention; and
The present invention provides a method for controlling mobility state evaluation of user equipment, the basic concept of which lies in that: when user equipment receives different evaluation parameters during a process of mobility state evaluation, the user equipment explicitly defines the currently set mobility state and a method for the following mobility state evaluation so as to avoid the confusion effectively when executing evaluation.

Currently, the evaluation parameters for user equipment to perform mobility state evaluation are generally included in cell system messages, and sometimes in the measurement control signaling sent from a network side, thus, the user equipment can obtain the evaluation parameters when reading the cell system messages or receiving the measurement control signaling sent from the network side. The evaluation parameters for mobility state evaluation include trigger time T\text{max}, delay time Thyst, a high-speed threshold value Nh and a medium-speed threshold value Nm.

However, in some cases user equipment may obtain new evaluation parameters different from the ones adopted for the current mobility state evaluation, for example, in the process of the user equipment performing mobility state evaluation, when cell reselection occurs in an idle mode, as the reselected new cell may use different evaluation parameters, the user equipment may obtain evaluation parameters different from the currently used evaluation parameters when reading the cell system messages of the new cell; or the user equipment receives the measurement control signaling sent from a network side in a connection mode, as a cell which the user equipment will be handed over to may adopt different evaluation parameters, the evaluation parameters contained in the control signaling sent from the network side may be different from the current ones; or when the user equipment controlled by the network side initiates a service and enters a connection mode from an idle mode, as in the connection mode the system may use parameters different from the ones used in the idle mode, the evaluation parameters contained in the control signaling sent from the network side may be different from the current ones; or when the user equipment ends a service and enters an idle mode from a connection mode, as in the idle mode the network may use parameters different from the ones used in the connection mode, the evaluation parameters contained in the cell information read by the user equipment in the idle mode may be different from the current ones. Under these conditions, the user equipment is required to define the current mobility state and a method for the following mobility state evaluation explicitly so that the user equipment can explicitly execute the following mobility state evaluation.

The First Embodiment

When user equipment receives new evaluation parameters different from the current ones, handover occurs between different modes; especially when handover occurs from an idle mode to a connection mode, as in different modes the parameters configured by a network side for a cell are generally much different and the user equipment has a relatively high requirement on the quality of services in the connection mode, the current evaluation parameters have little meaning for reference in the following mobility state evaluation. Considering the situation above, preferably, the embodiment of the present invention recommends, but is not limited to continue completing the current mobility state evaluation using the new evaluation parameters once the new evaluation parameters are received.

Referring to FIG. 1, if handover between different modes occurs when user equipment receives new evaluation parameters different from the current ones, the user equipment sets the current mobility state to be a normal mobility state, keeps the current count value of a counter, updates evaluation parameters to be the new ones, and continues completing the current mobility state evaluation using the updated evaluation parameters.

Considering the situation that the parameters configured by the network side for a cell are generally much different after mode handover, the current mobility state set by the user equipment may not be suitable for the mode after handover any more, thus the user equipment sets the mobility state to be a normal mobility state.

Considering the situation that the current mobility state evaluation has not been completed when the new evaluation parameters are received, the currently finished evaluation is taken as one part of the mobility state evaluation and still has certain meaning for reference, thus, the finished evaluation is kept, that is, the current count value of the counter is kept; the evaluation parameters are updated to be the new ones, the timing of a timer is reset to be the difference between an updated timing and the timing the timer has currently passed, the timing the timer has currently passed is the difference between the timing before being updated and the current remaining timing of the timer, the counting for the times of the user equipment executing cell reselection or handover is continued before the reset timing arrives, the timer is stopped after the reset timing arrives, the obtained count value is evaluated using an updated threshold value, and a corresponding mobility state is set according to the result of the evaluation. As the timer may be timing for trigger time or delay time when the new evaluation parameters are received, the following two cases should be considered respectively:

Case 1

Assuming that the timer is timing for the trigger time T\text{max}1 when the user equipment receives the new evaluation parameters (trigger time T\text{max}2, delay time Thyst2, a high-speed threshold value Nh2, and a medium-speed threshold value Nm2), the current remaining timing of the timer is x, and the current count value of the counter is y, then the timing of the timer is reset to be the difference between the updated timing T\text{max}2 and the timing the timer has currently passed, the timing the timer has currently passed is the difference between the timing T\text{max}1 before being updated and the current remaining timing x of the timer, the evaluation parameters are updated, and the subsequent evaluation of the current mobility state evaluation is executed according to the updated evaluation parameters. Preferably, before the timing of the timer is reset, it is determined whether the updated trigger time T\text{max}2 is greater than the timing the timer has currently passed, if the result of the determination is that the updated trigger time T\text{max}2 is not greater than the timing the timer has currently passed, the timer is stopped, the updated high-speed threshold value Nh2 and the medium-speed threshold value Nm2 are adopted to evaluate the current count value y of the counter, specifically, the mobility state of the
user equipment is determined to be medium speed when the count value $y$ of the counter is greater than or equal to the medium-speed threshold value $Nm2$ but smaller than the high-speed threshold value $Nh2$, or the mobility state of the user equipment is determined to be high speed when the count value $y$ of the counter is greater than or equal to the high-speed threshold value $Nh2$, or the mobility state of the user equipment is determined to be normal when the count value $y$ of the counter is smaller than the medium-speed threshold value $Nm2$, and then the mobility state of the user equipment is reset according to the result of the evaluation. If the result of the determination is that the updated trigger time $T_{max2}$ is greater than the timing the timer has currently passed, the counting for the times of the user equipment executing cell reselection or handover is continued before the reset timing arrives, the timer is stopped when the reset timing arrives, and the updated high-speed threshold value $Nh2$ and the medium-speed threshold value $Nm2$ are adopted to evaluate the count value of the counter, and a corresponding mobility state is set according to the result of the evaluation.

[0070] Case 2

[0071] Assuming that the timer is timing for the delay time $Thyst1$ when the user equipment receives the new evaluation parameters (trigger time $T_{max2}$, delay time $Thyst2$, a high-speed threshold value $Nh2$, and a medium-speed threshold value $Nm2$), the current remaining timing of the timer is $x$, and the current count value of the counter is $y$, then by using the method above the timing of the timer is reset to be the difference between the updated delay time $Thyst2$ and the timing the timer has currently passed, the timing the timer has currently passed is the difference between the delay time $Thyst1$ before being updated and the current remaining timing $x$ of the timer, the evaluation parameters are updated, and the subsequent evaluation of the current mobility state evaluation is executed according to the updated evaluation parameters. The timer is stopped when the reset timing arrives, the updated high-speed threshold value $Nh2$ and the medium-speed threshold value $Nm2$ are adopted to evaluate the count value of the counter, and a corresponding mobility state is set according to the result of the evaluation. Preferably, before the timing is reset, it is determined whether the updated delay time $Thyst2$ is greater than the delay time the timer has currently passed, if the result of the determination is that the updated delay time $Thyst2$ is not greater than the delay time the timer has currently passed, the timer is stopped; otherwise, the timing of the timer is reset according to the method above to continue the evaluation within the reset timing.

[0072] In order to realize the method above, the present invention further provides a user equipment, referring to FIG. 2, the user equipment comprises a comparing module, an evaluation controlling module and an evaluation executing module, wherein

[0073] the comparing module is configured to compare received new evaluation parameters with currently used evaluation parameters, and notify the evaluation controlling module when the new evaluation parameters are different from the currently used evaluation parameters;

[0074] the evaluation controlling module calculates, after receiving the notice from the comparing module, timing reset for a timer according to the notice, and then notifies the timer of the reset timing and notifies the evaluation executing module to update evaluation parameters and reset a mobility state; wherein the reset timing is the difference between the updated timing and the timing the timer has currently passed, wherein the timing the timer has currently passed is the difference between the timing before being updated and the current remaining timing of the timer. Preferably, the evaluation controlling module further determines whether the updated timing is greater than the timing the timer has currently passed, and notifies the timer to stop timing when the result is that the updated timing is not greater than the timing the timer has currently passed;

[0075] the evaluation executing module executes mobility state evaluation according to the notice from the evaluation controlling module, and resets the mobility state. Further, the evaluation executing module comprises an evaluation unit, a timer, a counter, and a mobility state setting unit, wherein

[0076] the timer performs timing according to the timing notified by the evaluation controlling unit; the counter counts the times of the user equipment executing cell reselection or handover within the timing of the timer; the evaluation unit evaluates the count value of the counter according to a threshold value notified by the evaluation controlling unit when the timer is stopped; and the mobility state setting unit resets the mobility state according to the evaluation result of the evaluation unit and sets the mobility state to be a normal mobility state after receiving a mobility state reset notice from the evaluation controlling unit.

[0077] The method described in this embodiment is suitable for the case where mode handover occurs when user equipment receives new evaluation parameters different from the current ones, and meets the relatively high requirement of the user equipment on the accuracy of state evaluation during mode handover.

The Second Embodiment

[0078] If no handover occurs between different modes when user equipment receives new evaluation parameters different from the current ones, as in the same mode the parameters configured by a network side for a cell are generally little different, the currently set mobility state and the current evaluation parameters have certain meaning for reference in the following mobility state evaluation. Considering the situation above, preferably, the embodiment of the present invention recommends but is not limited to continue completing the current mobility state evaluation using the current evaluation parameters after receiving the new evaluation parameters, instead of immediately updating the evaluation parameters.

[0079] Referring to FIG. 3, if no handover occurs between different modes when the user equipment receives new evaluation parameters different from the current ones, the user equipment keeps the currently set mobility state, the current count value of a counter and the remaining timing of a timer, updates no evaluation parameters, and continues completing the current mobility state evaluation using the current evaluation parameters.

[0080] Considering in the same mode the parameters configured by a network side for a cell are generally little different and the current mobility state of the user equipment still has certain meaning for reference, the user equipment can continue keeping the currently set mobility state.

[0081] Assuming that the evaluation parameters for the user equipment to perform the current mobility state evaluation are as follows: trigger time $T_{max1}$, delay time $Thyst1$, a high-speed threshold value $Nh1$, and a medium-speed threshold value $Nm1$. In complete mobility state evaluation, the user equipment activates a timer after mobility state evaluation is...
triggered, the timing is $T_{max}$, a counter can be used before the trigger time arrives to count the times of the user equipment executing cell reselection or handover; the timer is stopped when the trigger time arrives, the high speed-threshold value $N_{th1}$ and the medium-speed-threshold value $N_m1$ are used to evaluate the count value of the counter; specifically, the user equipment is determined to be in a medium-speed mobility state when the count value of the counter is greater than or equal to the medium-speed-threshold value $N_m1$ but smaller than the high-speed threshold value $N_{th1}$, the user equipment is determined to be in a high-speed mobility state when the count value of the counter is greater than or equal to the high-speed threshold value $N_{th1}$, and the user equipment is determined to be in a normal mobility state when the count value of the counter is smaller than the medium-speed-threshold value $N_m1$. It should be noted here that: if the mobility state currently kept by the user equipment is a normal state, a corresponding mobility state is set according to the result of the evaluation; otherwise, a corresponding mobility state is set according to the result of the evaluation when the result of the evaluation is medium speed or high speed, however, when the result of the evaluation is normal, the user equipment reactsivate the timer to set timing to be $T_{max}$, continues counting the times of the user equipment executing cell reselection or handover within the delay time $T_{max}$, evaluates the sum of the count values obtained within the time $T_{max}$ and the time $T_{max}$ when the delay time $T_{max}$ arrives, and sets a corresponding mobility state according to the result of the evaluation.

There is no influence on the current evaluation if the user equipment receives new evaluation parameters different from the current ones during the processing.

After the current evaluation is completed, the evaluation parameters are updated to be the ones which are newly received before the current mobility state evaluation is completed, and next mobility state evaluation is executed using the updated evaluation parameters.

In order to realize the method above, the present invention further provides a user equipment, referring to FIG. 2, the user equipment comprises a comparing module, an evaluation controlling module and an evaluation executing module, wherein the comparing module is configured to compare received new evaluation parameters with the currently used evaluation parameters, and notify the evaluation controlling module when the new evaluation parameters are different from the currently used evaluation parameters;

the evaluation controlling module notifies, after the evaluation executing module completes evaluation, the evaluation executing module to update the evaluation parameters according to the notice newly received from the comparing module during the evaluation; and

the evaluation executing module executes mobility state evaluation according to the notice from the evaluation controlling module. Further, the evaluation executing module comprises an evaluation unit, a timer, a counter, and a mobility state setting unit, wherein the timer performs timing according to the timing notified by the evaluation controlling unit; the counter counts the times of the user equipment executing cell reselection or handover within the timing of the timer; the evaluation unit evaluates the count value of the counter according to a threshold value notified by the evaluation controlling unit when the timer is stopped; and the mobility state setting unit resets the mobility state according to the evaluation result of the evaluation unit. The method described in this embodiment is suitable for the case where no mode handover occurs when user equipment receives new evaluation parameters different from the current ones, and fully considers the situation that the parameters configured by a network side for a cell are little different in the same mode and the mobility state of the user equipment has great meaning for reference in mobility state evaluation.

This embodiment further provides a universal processing method, which is easy to implement.

Referring to FIG. 4, if user equipment receives new evaluation parameters different from currently used evaluation parameters in a process of mobility state evaluation, the current mobility state of the user equipment may not be considered, the history of the mobility state evaluation of the user equipment is cleared, that is, the mobility state is set to a normal mobility state, a count value and a timer are reset, and the current mobility state evaluation is ended; and then, evaluation parameters are updated to be the new ones received, and mobility state evaluation using the updated evaluation parameters is re-executed. Wherein the method for re-executing mobility state evaluation using the new evaluation parameters is the same as that described in the second embodiment, so no more description is given here.

In order to realize the method above, the present invention further provides a user equipment, referring to FIG. 2, the user equipment comprises a comparing module, an evaluation controlling module and an evaluation executing module, wherein the comparing module is configured to compare received new evaluation parameters with the currently used evaluation parameters, and notify the evaluation controlling module when the new evaluation parameters are different from the currently used evaluation parameters.

the evaluation controlling module notifies the evaluation executing module to clear history and update the evaluation parameters after receiving the notice from the comparing module; and

the evaluation executing module executes mobility state evaluation according to the notice from the evaluation controlling module. Further, the evaluation executing module comprises an evaluation unit, a timer, a counter, and a mobility state setting unit, wherein the timer is reset according to the notice from the evaluation controlling unit and performs timing according to updated timing; the counter is reset according to the notice from the evaluation controlling unit and counts the times of the user equipment executing cell reselection or handover within the timing of the timer; the evaluation unit evaluates the count value of the counter according to a threshold value notified by the evaluation controlling unit when the timer is stopped; and the mobility state setting unit resets the mobility state according to the evaluation result of the evaluation unit, and sets the mobility state to be a normal mobility state after receiving a mobility state reset notice from the evaluation controlling unit.

Of course, the present invention may have many other embodiments, various modifications and variations can be devised by those skilled in this art without departing from
the spirit and the scope of the present invention, and it should be understood that these modifications and variations belong to the protection scope of the claims appended in this invention.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

[0098] In the methods for controlling mobility state evaluation of user equipment provided in this invention, the user equipment explicitly defines the currently set mobility state and the method for the following mobility state evaluation when receiving different evaluation parameters during the process of mobility state evaluation so as to avoid the confusion effectively when executing evaluation.

1. A method for controlling mobility state evaluation of user equipment, comprising:
in a process of mobility state evaluation, if the user equipment receives new evaluation parameters different from currently used evaluation parameters, the user equipment setting the mobility state to be a normal mobility state, updating the currently used evaluation parameters to be the new evaluation parameters, and continuing completing the current mobility state evaluation using the updated evaluation parameters.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein
the evaluation parameters include timing and a threshold value; and
the step of continuing completing the current mobility state evaluation using the updated evaluation parameters comprises that:
the user equipment keeps current count value of a counter and resets the timing of a timer according to updated timing;
the counting for the times of the user equipment executing cell reselection or handover is continued before the reset timing arrives; and
the timer is stopped after the reset timing arrives, the current obtained count value of the counter is evaluated using an updated threshold value, and a corresponding mobility state is set according to a result of the evaluation.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein
the reset timing of the timer is the difference between the updated timing and the timing the timer has currently passed; wherein
the timing the timer has currently passed is the difference between the timing before being updated and current remaining timing of the timer.

4. The method according to claim 3, wherein the step of continuing completing the mobility state evaluation using the updated evaluation parameters further comprises:
the timer is stopped when the updated timing is not greater than that the timer has currently completed.

5. A user equipment for realizing the method of claim 1, comprising: a comparing module, an evaluation controlling module and an evaluation executing module, wherein
the comparing module is configured to compare received new evaluation parameters with currently used evaluation parameters, and notify the evaluation controlling module when the new evaluation parameters are different from the currently used evaluation parameters;
the evaluation controlling module is configured to notify the evaluation executing module to update evaluation parameters and reset a mobility state of the user equipment according to the notice from the comparing module; and
the evaluation executing module is configured to update the evaluation parameters, execute mobility state evaluation and reset the mobility state of the user equipment according to the notice from the evaluation controlling module.

6. The user equipment according to claim 5, wherein the evaluation executing module comprises a timer, a counter, an evaluation unit and a mobility state setting unit, wherein
the timer is configured to perform timing according to the timing notified by the evaluation controlling module; the counter is configured to count the times of the user equipment executing cell reselection or handover within the timing of the timer;
the evaluation unit is configured to evaluate the count value of the counter according to a threshold value notified by the evaluation controlling module when the timer is stopped; and
the mobility state setting unit is configured to reset the mobility state of the user equipment according to the evaluation result of the evaluation unit, and set the mobility state of the user equipment to be a normal mobility state after receiving a mobility state reset notice from the evaluation controlling module.

7. The user equipment according to claim 6, wherein
the evaluation controlling module is further configured to calculate the timing reset by the timer before receiving the notice from the comparing module, and then notify the timer of the reset timing, wherein
the reset timing is the difference between the updated timing and the timing the timer has currently passed, wherein
the timing the timer has currently passed is the difference between the timing before being updated and current remaining timing of the timer.

8. The user equipment according to claim 6, wherein
the evaluation controlling module is further configured to determine whether the updated timing is greater than the timing the timer has currently passed, and notify the timer to stop timing when the updated timing is not greater than the timing the timer has currently passed.

9. A method for controlling mobility state evaluation of user equipment, comprising:
in a process of mobility state evaluation, if the user equipment receives new evaluation parameters different from evaluation parameters used in last mobility state evaluation, the user equipment executing next mobility state evaluation using the newly received evaluation parameters after completing current mobility state evaluation.

10. The method according to claim 9, wherein
the evaluation parameters include time parameters which include trigger time and delay time; and
the completion of mobility state evaluation refers to the arrival of the time timed by a timer for the trigger time, or the arrival of the time timed by the timer for the delay time.

11. A user equipment for realizing the method of claim 9, comprising: a comparing module, an evaluation controlling module and an evaluation executing module, wherein
the comparing module is configured to compare received new evaluation parameters with currently used evaluation parameters, and notify the evaluation controlling
module when the new evaluation parameters are different from the currently used evaluation parameters; the evaluation controlling module is configured to notify, after the evaluation executing module completes mobility state evaluation, the evaluation executing module to update evaluation parameters according to the notice newly received from the comparing module during the mobility state evaluation; and
the evaluation executing module is configured to update the evaluation parameters and execute mobility state evaluation according to the notice from the evaluation controlling module.

12. The user equipment according to claim 11, wherein the evaluation executing module comprises a timer, a counter, an evaluation unit and a mobility state setting unit, wherein the timer is configured to perform timing according to the timing notified by the evaluation controlling module; the counter is configured to count the times of the user equipment executing cell reselection or handover within the timing of the timer;
the evaluation unit is configured to evaluate the count value of the counter according to a threshold value notified by the evaluation controlling module when the timer is stopped; and
the mobility state setting unit is configured to reset the mobility state of the user equipment according to the evaluation result of the evaluation unit.

13. A method for controlling mobility state evaluation of user equipment, comprising:
if the user equipment receives new evaluation parameters different from currently used evaluation parameters in a process of mobility state evaluation, the user equipment ending the mobility state evaluation, clearing history, updating evaluation parameters, and re-executing mobility state evaluation using the updated evaluation parameters.

14. The method according to claim 13, wherein the step of clearing history comprises:

setting the mobility state to be a normal mobility state; and resetting a count value and a timer.

15. A user equipment for realizing the method of claim 13, comprising: a comparing module, an evaluation controlling module and an evaluation executing module, wherein
the comparing module is configured to compare received new evaluation parameters with currently used evaluation parameters, and notify the evaluation controlling module when the new evaluation parameters are different from the currently used evaluation parameters;
the evaluation controlling module is configured to notify the evaluation executing module to clear history and update evaluation parameters after receiving the notice from the comparing module; and
the evaluation executing module is configured to update the evaluation parameters and execute mobility state evaluation according to the notice from the evaluation controlling module.

16. The user equipment according to claim 15, wherein the evaluation executing module comprises a timer, a counter, an evaluation unit and a mobility state setting unit, wherein
the timer is configured to execute a reset according to the notice from the evaluation controlling module and perform timing according to updated timing;
the counter is configured to execute a reset according to the notice from the evaluation controlling module and count the times of the user equipment executing cell reselection or handover within the timing of the timer;
the evaluation unit is configured to evaluate the count value of the counter according to a threshold value notified by the evaluation controlling module when the timer is stopped; and
the mobility state setting unit is configured to reset the mobility state of the user equipment according to the evaluation result of the evaluation unit, and set the mobility state of the user equipment to be a normal mobility state after receiving a mobility state reset notice from the evaluation controlling module.

* * * * *